
10118 63rd Ave North 
~ seminole Fla 33540 

30 March 68. 

Mrs Sylvia Meagher 
302 W 12, WY 1001, . 

_ Dear Mrs Meagher, 

Am grateful to you for your kind 27 March together with all the enclosures. 
Occassionally, when frustrated, I will write a perfectly rude letter to someone. 
And when a reply is received to it (and a perfectly civil one at that!) then it 
is certainly a credit to the sender. Many thanks. I will approach the NY library 
again with a request for your INDEX, 

_ Some of your enclosures did not make me very happy, but they were certainly 
edifying - and that was your point in sending them. I had put Garrison in a 
elass with God, or the next class to it, and of course it is not usually pleasant 
for a person to hear what he does not want to hear, I assume you have read, for 
instance, Garrison's 1 Sept '67 introduction to the Canyon edition of OSWALD In 
NEW ORIEANS ~ and it is difficult for many readers of it (like me) not to be 
swayed by the idealism. But then your quarrel is not with this, but rather with 
the swashbuckling technique — examples of which do stand out in your enclosures. 
News is hard to come by in this corner of Florida (St Petersburg area), and I 
welcome your enclosures however disturbing they are. 

Am sending copies of your letter & enclosures to fellow junior assasination 
expert Helen Hartmann of St Pete. Mrs Hartmann is in rather frequent contact with 

Mr Robert (Bob) Ruark of WLCY ~- the man who schedules & conducts the Open Mike 

program. As Weisberg & Jones have each been on the program on two or three oc-— 
easions each during recent weeks or months, your appearance would provide an inter- 
esting contrast. Being anti~Ccommission without at the same time being pro-Garrison 
would certainly provide a new twist for the audience. 

Again, thanks 
? ) Cig SSuereace, 

Steffen Sorensen 

I have a couple of Garrison TV transeripts. Both are out on loan now so I 
can't identify them properly, but: One is of the 1/2 hour NBC coast-to-ecoaster | 
on, I think, 15 July 67. The other is more recent, out of Dallas. WFAA, I think, 
and a fairly long interview - possibly a half heur.. If you should wani either or 

both, drop a line & I will pass along copies to you. 

Recently I wrote a letter to another "assassination type" but did not mail it. 

Maybe I recognized the futility. Enclosed are some pages from it. Totally use- 
less? I can't ever know, So it is to solo.


